CRIME PREVENTION AND CONTROL COMMISSION

FEBRUARY 16, 2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGENDA</th>
<th>Discussion / Summary</th>
<th>Decisions and Action Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **HANDOUTS** | • Agenda  
• January 2022 minutes  
• Jail to Community Reentry Initiative (JCRI) Presentation  
• Reentry Workgroup Subcommittee Agenda Items and Update presentation  
• Revised Ordinance | |

**ATTENDANCE – MEETING WAS VIRTUAL ONLY**

Taj Ashaheed (virtual), Amy Beery (virtual), Marley Bordovsky (virtual), Candi CdeBaca (virtual), Jennifer Gafford (virtual), Jeff Holliday (virtual), Paul Kashmann, Vincent Line (virtual), DeAnna Maes (virtual), Greg Mauro (virtual), Beth McCann (virtual), Jonathan McMillan (virtual), Alice Norman (virtual), Deborah Ortega (virtual), Carol Peeples (virtual), Nicole Rodarte (virtual, membership pending), Laura Rovner (virtual), Healther Salazar (virtual), Orlando Salazar (virtual), Lisa Thompson (virtual), Deme Trujillo (virtual), Lynn Unger (virtual), Laura Wachter (virtual, pending delegate for Armando Saldate), Glenn West (virtual)

Guests: Nikki Johnson (virtual), P. Elizabeth Taylor (virtual), Melanie Pitkin (virtual), Sean Taylor (virtual), Elizabeth Friend (virtual), Andrew Jones (virtual), Ashlee Wedgeworth (virtual), Thomas Hernandez (virtual), Lisa Calderon (virtual), Zachary McDade (virtual), Meeka Houston (virtual), Roohallah Mobarez (virtual), Cordelia Randall (virtual), DeWayne Jackson (virtual), Lucas Sweeney (virtual), Min Patrick (virtual), Stephanie Adams, Lee Zarzecki

Staff: Ahsaadyia Fryar (virtual), Candy Romero (virtual), Tristan Sanders (virtual), Charlie Garcia (virtual), Kevin Kelly (virtual)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MINUTES</th>
<th>Ahsaadyia Fryar asked for approval of the minutes. Lisa Thompson moved to approve. Taj Ashaheed seconded the motion. Minutes approved.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| DISCUSSION/UPDATES | **Welcome and introductions including guests**

Jail to Community Reentry Initiative (JCRI) Presentation - formerly the Transition from Jails to Community Initiative (TJC) - Patricia Taylor, Correctional Program Specialist - US Department of Justice, National Institute of Corrections (NIC)

Reentry Workgroup Subcommittee Agenda Items and Update Presentation - Kevin Kelly, DPHE, LEAD Environmental Public Health Analyst

**Ordinance Review Subcommittee Reconvene Meeting Discussion - Carol Peeples, Remerg**

- Sec. 2-255.48. - Legislative intent, page 2, Session 7, lines 3-6 “a fixed, non-lapsing appropriation of $3.5 million” is now and always has been a TABOR Violation
  - CPCC doesn’t have the authority for a fixed, non-lapsing appropriation
    - Suggested new verbiage
  - To recommend expenditures from the CPCC fund
  - For the 2022 budget, BMO decided to continue funding the agencies
  - Department of Safety received about ¼ of the 2021 budget, LEAD, County Courts, OBHS for reentry
  - Create final document of amended ordinance then send to Policy Review Committee
  - Discussion regarding TABOR law. Candi CdeBaca requested a legal memo/opinion on the illegality of the fund clause. Lee Zarzecki/Stephanie Adams will provide.
    - Suggestion to hold off on voting until TABOR law is clarified. Lee/Gabi/Stephanie will have an answer in 4-5 days
  - Reach out to Ahsaadyia by COB February 18th if you’d like to join the committee
- Inquiring attendees for a Funding/Budget Proposal Subcommittee was sent via email, along with subcommittee agenda
- The following Ordinance Review Subcommittee attendees agreed to be a part of the Funding/Budget Proposal Subcommittee: Lee Zarzecki/Stephanie Adams to provide information on illegality of TABOR law
- Carol Peeples - Remerg
- Demetria (Deme) Trujillo - Colorado State Public Defender's Office
- Alice Norman - Head of Denver's Office Municipal Public Defender
- Jennifer Gafford - DU
- Marley Bordovsky - CAO
- Jonathan McMillian - Juvenile Justice
- Councilman Paul Kashmann - District 6
- Laura Wachter - Pending Delegate for Armando Saldate
- Liz Ojeda - At-Large Rep Denver Community

- Funding/Budget Proposal Subcommittee agenda for next meeting
  1. Review the CPCC budget for the past 3-5 years and create 2022/2023 planned use
  2. What is 2021 carryover by category-allocated vs. not allocated?
  3. Revisit the grant-awarding process to include project intent, metrics, goals, and timeline
  4. Review award history. Are there required categories for proposal funds (agency vs. CBO)?
  5. What are CPCC's goals for their budget? - including metrics vs. individual award by the recipient
  6. Consider using the City budget task calendar for CPCC budget planning and use year over year
  7. What projects to consider for special projects and alternative fund resources?

**Closing remarks** - none

Ahsaadyia Fryar motioned to adjourn. Paul Kashmann moved. Jeff Holliday seconded the motion. Meeting adjourned.

| NEXT MEETING | March 16, 2022, 3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m., virtual only via Microsoft Teams |